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Article Presentation Instructions
Overview: 5 minute article presentation

• Paper/article presentations - 5 min/1 person per presentation - no slides, just talk but you can write on blackboard.
  • Can be pre-recorded discussion that I’ll play in class
  • We’ll go in alphabetical order

• Will happen over 2 classes: 4/20 and 4/25
  • (may spill into final lecture)

• This is not graded but is a major part of your participation points
Article/Paper Presentations

• Option 1: Security article highlighting current security news
  • tell us what was the main/surprising point of the article.

• Option 2: Recent (last 2 years) security paper from top tier conference
  • start with what problem it was solving
  • what is the main insight
  • what are the results like.
  • Usually top tier conferences have Youtube videos and/or slides available
    • USENIX Security: https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity22/technical-sessions
    • IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy: https://sp2023.ieee-security.org/program-papers.html
    • ACM CCS: https://www.sigsac.org/ccs/CCS2022/program/accepted-papers.html
    • NDSS: https://www.ndss-symposium.org/ndss-program/symposium-2023/